How to use the “Boss” goody
Setup

Rule for using the Boss marker

Apply the “Boss” stickers to the blank side of two of the Explorer markers in your game of
Kero, matching the characters on each marker.

Each Boss may be used once per game: until its ability is
activated, it is played with the “Boss” side up (i.e. with the yellow
part visible). Once its ability has been activated, it is flipped onto
its “normal” side, becoming a normal “Explorer” marker with no
special ability.

Check the rules on www.hurricangames.com

Bosses are played like any of the game’s other Explorers, but they
have a special ability that can be activated when determining
the majorities at the end of a round (after revealing a Claim card):
once per game, in the event of a tie, you can use your Boss to break the tie
and win the New Territory card on which it was placed. Simply inform your opponent of
your decision to activate your Boss’s ability while New Territories are being distributed. Then
collect your New Territory, flip your Boss marker onto its “normal” side and put it back in your
camp, along with all your other Explorers placed on the same New Territory. You will not be
able to activate your Boss marker again during the game.

F.A.Q.
At the start of the game, the players agree whether to play with the “Boss” side or the
“normal” side of their Explorer markers.
If you play with the “Boss” side, your clan has 7 Explorer markers, one of which - the Boss has a “Boss” sticker showing.

«Normal» side

«Boss» side

Can you place a Boss on a New Territory that is already occupied by another Boss?
Yes, you can. However, if both clans have the same number of Explorers on the New Territory
(including the Bosses) at the end of the round, the clans will be tied again
and neither clan will win the New Territory. If this happens, the
New Territory is discarded, the Bosses are flipped onto
their “normal” side and all Explorers are returned to their
respective camps.
Can you use a Permanent Ability on
a New Territory on which a Boss has
been placed?
No, you are not allowed to use a Permanent
Ability on a New Territory occupied by a Boss.

